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Abstract: Response spectrum had been used for quite a long
time by researchers, and engineering professionals, their use
for building design professionals has been confined.
Nowadays, as response spectrum analysis are being
incorporated for the newer building designs. So, there is a
need for structural engineering professionals to clearly
understand the meaning and advantages of using the
response spectrum method.
The objective of this research paper is to discuss the idea of
the response spectrum to analyze the multi-storey building at
different seismic zones, and directing the need for taking
these impact in choosing earthquake resistance criteria.
The codal provisions as per IS:1893 (Part 1)-2002 code for
response spectrum analysis of multi-story building is also
summarized.

I.
INTRODUCTION
In order to perform the seismic analysis and design of a
structure to be built at a particular location, the actual time
history record is required. However, it is not possible to
have such records at each and every location. Further, the
seismic analysis of structures cannot be carried out simply
based on the peak value of the ground acceleration as the
response of the structure depend upon the frequency
content of ground motion and its own dynamic properties.
To overcome the above problems, the response spectrum is
the most prominent tool in the seismic examination of
structures. There are a computational point of interest in
utilizing the response spectrum of seismic analysis for the
expectation of member forces and displacements in
structure. The technique includes the evaluation of the
peak values of the member forces and displacement in
every kind of vibration utilizing smooth spectra that are the
average of few earthquake movements.
II.
CONCEPT OF RESPONSE SPECTRUM
Response spectra are curves plotted between the peak
reaction of the SDOF framework subjected to determined
earthquake ground movement and its time-span (or
frequency). The response spectrum can be translated as the
locus of the peak response of an SDOF framework for a
given damping proportion. Response spectra along these
lines help in getting the peak structural reactions under
linear range, which can be utilized for getting lateral forces
created in structure because of earthquake thus facilitates
the
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earthquake safe design of structures.
Usually, the response of an SDOF framework is controlled
by time area or recurrence (or frequency) domain
examination, and for a given time-span of the framework,
the peak reaction is picked. This process has proceeded for
all range of conceivable time-span of the SDOF
framework. The last plot with the framework time-span on
the x-axis and reaction amount on the y-axis is the
necessary response spectra relating to indicated damping
proportion and input ground movement. A similar
procedure is completed with various seismic zones to get
response spectra curve.
III.
SEISMIC ZONES OF INDIA
Based on the levels of forces continued during past
earthquakes, the seismic zone guide is re-examined with
just four zones, rather than five. Recent Zone-I have been
converged to Zone II. hence, Zone I don’t show up in the
new zoning; just Zones II, III, IV, and V.

Modified Seismic zones of INDIA (IS 1893-PART 1 2002).
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IV.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The present work goes for the investigation of following
destinations:
1.
To carry out seismic evaluation of structure.
2.
To investigate the responses of a structure under
the activity of seismic loads.
3.
To compare different investigated results of
structure under zone-II, zone-III, zone-IV &, zoneV utilizing E-TABS Software.
4.
The structure model in the investigation has
twelve storey’s with consistent storey tallness

of 10ft.
5.

Different values of zone factor are taken and their
corresponding effects are interpreted in the results.
V.

METHODLOGY
VI.

VII.

MODELING AND ANALYSIS

COMPUTER PROGRAM:
In this study a computer program ie., E-Tabs has been
created to analyze the structures under earthquake loading
considering the new changes in the IS 1893 PART-1
2002.The program calculates the base shear that resist the
design lateral loads. Moments, lateral shear forces and the
additional shear forces due to torsion on each vertical
element resisting lateral load at each floor are also
calculated. All the results are illustrated graphically by the
program to clearly showing the results.
BUILDING CONFIGRATION:
The building model in the investigation has tweleve
storeys with consistent storey tallness of 10ft. Different
values of ZONE FACTOR are taken and their
corresponding effects are interpreted in the results. Other
details are given below:

PLAN AND 3D MODEL OF BUILDING:
PLAN:
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3D MODEL:

MAXIMUM STOREY DISPLACEMENT:
Along Global X-axis

GRAPH

VIII.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS OBTAINED
BY RESPONSE SPECTRUM METHOD

BASE SHEAR:

Along Global Y-axis:
GRAPH:
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GRAPH:

Along Global Y-axis:

MAXIMUM STOREY DRIFT:
Along Global X-axis

GRAPH:

OVER-TURNING MOMENTS:
Along Global X-axis:
GRAPH:
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GRAPH:

IX.

CONCLUSIONS

In the view of the analysis of multi-storey structure, the
following conclusion are made:
• Base Shear legitimately depends upon the seismic
acceleration. Along these lines, if a structure isn't
required to be exposed to high seismic forces, its
design base shear would be low, Which is good.
• If a structure is stiff (high K) then it will also
displace less (low U) but if a structure is flexible
(low K), it will displace much more (high U)
resulting in greater or lower than the same amount of
base shear = K*U.

Along Global Y-axis:

• Story displacement is the total estimation of
relocation of the story under the activity of the lateral
forces.
• The significance of story drift is in design of divider
walls. They must be so designed as to accommodate
the storey drift, else they will crack. For the brick
walls on external elements, this may cause major
damage.
• The overturning of the structure is caused because of
the lateral forces. At the point when structures are
exposed to lateral forces, for example, seismic
powers, they experience deflection in the horizontal
direction and horizontal sway is likewise seen one
direction of the structure. This makes structure
experience overturning.

• Tall structures experience enormous lateral forces

GRAPH:

because of their tallness. In this way, they are
designed so that the structure can check the impact of
overturning. At the point when the design
examination includes the thought of the overturning
impact, the stability of the structure increments up to
a more prominent degree. On the off chance that the
overturning of the structure isn't controlled, at that
point, it can, in the end, lead to auxiliary
disappointment, which causes the structure failure.
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